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Abstract

Many real world networks change over time. This may arise due to individuals joining or leaving the network or
due to links forming or being broken. These events may arise because of interactions between the vertices which
occasion payoffs which subsequently determine the fate of the nodes, due to ageing or crowding, or perhaps
due to isolation. Such phenomena result in a dynamical system which may lead to complex behaviours, to self-
replication, to chaotic or regular patterns, to emergent phenomena from local interactions. They hopefully give
insight to the nature of the real-world phenomena which the network, and its dynamics, may approximate. To a
large extent the models considered here are motivated by biological and social phenomena, where the vertices
may be genes, proteins, genomes or organisms, and the links interactions of various kinds. In this, the third
paper of a series, we consider the vertices to be players of some game. Offspring inherit their parents strategies
and vertices which behave poorly in games with their neighbours get destroyed. The process is analogous to the
way different kinds of animals reproduce whilst unfit animals die. Some game based systems are analytically
tractable, others are highly complex- causing small initial structures to grow and break into large collections of
self replicating structures.
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1. Introduction

With the growth of the internet and digital economy, it is
becoming increasingly important to understand how the way
individuals interact relates to the structure of the network
connecting them. This is also important in biology where
the spatial distribution of individuals has a profound effect
upon the evolution of the ecosystem.

Evolutionary games on networks have recently become
a popular way to study these issues. Often one considers
a static network within which vertices (which are thought
of as players) adapt their strategies over time as they play
games with their neighbours [1], [2], [3]. A question which
is often asked about these systems is how does the topology
of the network effect the behaviour of the players ?

It is worth noting, however, that many real world net-
works, such as the internet, ecosystems, economies and
social networks, are highly dynamic and often change in
response to strategic decisions of nodes. To study this issue
we propose a class of models where networks grow in a way
that depends upon the strategic interactions of the vertices
within. Looking at these systems we can ask a different
question how does that behaviour of the players effect the
topology of the network ?

In [4] we introduced eight reproducing graph models
within which graphs grow because their vertices reproduce.
In [5] we extended these models to include the idea that
vertices die of old age. In this paper (which is an elaboration
of [6]) we extend these models in a different direction by
incorporating game theory.

Our models are inspired by the way that animal social
networks develop as individuals reproduce in the summer
whilst weak individuals perish in the winter. In our models
graphs change because the vertices (which have different
strategies) reproduce. The offspring are born with the par-
ents strategy and link up to their surrounding in similar
way to their parents. This is rather like the way newborn
animals inherit their parents genes and environment. The
vertices play games and gain payoffs as they interact with
each another. Vertices which perform poorly get destroyed
whilst successful vertices survive to further reproduce.

The systems we study can generate a rich variety of
different types of dynamics. Some cases are tractable and
we can derive powerful results which allow us to predict
the evolution of structures under a variety of games. Other
systems can generate remarkably complex dynamics involv-
ing self replicating structures. Some very simple games
cause small initial structures to grow and break up into
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diverse collections of self replicating structures. Adaptive
graph models that promote self replication have been studied
before in [7], where the authors use genetic algorithms
to find models that induce self replication. The difference
between this work and ours is that our models where
not explicitly designed to promote self replication. This
fascinating behaviour arose unexpectedly as a result of our
biologically inspired rules.

2. The Models

In each of our models a graph Gt = (Vt, Et) evolves over
discrete time steps t. We think of each vertex v ∈ Vt as a
player which employs some strategy φ(v) ∈ {1, 2, ...k}. The
game which the vertices play is specified by a k× k payoff
matrix M so that Mi,j is the payoff which an employer
of the ith strategy receives against an employer of the jth.
To obtain the graph at the next time step we update Gt
according to a two stage process.

In the first (reproduction) stage we simultaneously give
each vertex an offspring vertex -which is born with its par-
ents strategy. The way these newborn vertices are connected
up depends upon which of the eight reproduction mechanism
from [4] we choose to use.

In model 0 offspring have no connections.
In model 1 offspring are connected to their parents neigh-
bours.
In model 2 offspring are connected to their parents.
In model 3 offspring are connected to their parents and their
parents neighbours.
In model 4 offspring are connected to the offspring of their
parents neighbours.
In model 5 offspring are connected to their parents and the
offspring of their parents neighbours.
In model 6 offspring are connected to their parents neigh-
bours and their parents neighbours offspring.
In model 7 offspring are connected to their parents, their
parents neighbours and the offspring of their parents neigh-
bours.

We let Rm(G) denote the graph obtained by performing
the reproduction stage upon G according to the mth repro-
duction model.

After the reproduction stage we perform the killing stage.
In this stage we remove every vertex which scores a total
payoff below some pre-specified ‘fitness’ threshold τ . The
total payoff fit(v) =

∑
u∈Ne(v) Mφ(v),φ(u) of a vertex v

is the total score it gets when it plays a game with each
member of its neighbourhood Ne(v). Sometimes we shall
refer to the total payoff of a vertex as its fitness. We let
Cτ (G) denote the graph obtained by applying the killing
stage to a graph G using fitness threshold τ .

Our update operator U is defined so that U(G) =
Cτ (Rm(G)) is the graph obtained by performing the re-
production stage followed by the killing stage. The graph
obtained by updating Gt is Gt+1 = U(Gt). In this paper we
shall study how the structure Gt = U t(G0) changes over
time steps t for different choices of initial graph G0, game
M, reproduction model m and fitness threshold τ .

The dynamics under reproduction models 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8 are quite tractable. Later we shall derive powerful
results which allow one to predict many features of the
evolution of arbitrary games under these systems. Highly
complex self replicative dynamics occur when reproduction
models 1 or 3 are employed. In [6] we explore this phe-
nomenon when m = 1. We shall begin this paper with a
discussion of self replication when m = 3.

3. Self Replication when m = 3

The m = 3 growth model is the most complicated. Even
under pure reproduction [4] (where vertices are immortal)
this model generates a complex structure with an interesting
degree distribution [8]. When we incorporate game theory
we almost immediately see complex behavior.

3.1. A one strategy case: Degree capped reproduc-
tion

Even when we investigate the dynamics of one strategy
games we find a system of immense complexity, which we
call degree capped reproduction. In this case τ = −Q,
for some positive integer Q, and we begin with a graph
G0 where all vertices employ a strategy that scores a
payoff of -1 against itself. Updating a graph Gt under the
degree capped reproduction model consists of performing
two stages.

Stage 1, Reproduce: Simultaneously give every vertex of Gt
an offspring vertex which is connected to its parent and its
parents neighbours.

Stage 2, Kill: Remove every vertex of degree greater than
Q.

Under degree capped reproduction graphs tend to grow and
break into other graphs. Phase diagrams represent how
connected structures produce one another using arrows. The
arrows pointing out of a graph point towards the connected
graphs produced by updating it. The numbers on the arrows
correspond to the numbers of such graphs produced.

When we evolve an isolated vertex under degree capped
reproduction with Q = 4 we get the dynamics depicted in
figure 1. The structure grows up over the first two updates
and then breaks into four more isolated vertices. These
vertices continue to replicate in a similar way.
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Figure 1: A phase diagram showing how the different
structures that grow from an isolated vertex generate each
other when Q = 4

The way the isolated vertex evolves when Q = 5 is
considerably more elaborate (figure 2). In this case the
structure grows over the first four updates to become a
square structure with four ‘arms’. This structure breaks
into four smaller structure which replicate themselves and
produce other things. Eventually more isolated vertices are
generated and one is left with a soup of eleven different
kinds of self replicating graphs.

As Q increases the self replicative behavior becomes
increasingly intricate. Figure 3 shows the self replicative
habits of the 13 different graphs that grow from an isolated
vertex when Q = 7.

Increasing Q further causes an immense increase in
complexity. When Q = 10 the isolated vertex eventually
generates an ecosystem of 121 different kinds of self
replicating structures. These structures produce copies one
another according to a large phase diagram similar to figure
7. This behavior is incredibly complicated, many of the
structures produced hold hundreds of vertices. Figure 4
shows an example.

There is much more to study about degree capped re-
production. We conjecture that every finite initial condition
generates a bounded number of different self replicating
structures under finite Q. A method to prove this conjecture
or identify the self replicating structures would be highly
desirable. However the rapid increase in complexity with Q
makes it doubtful that such a method exists.

Degree capped reproduction can be thought of as a toy
model for the way an animal social network changes over
time. Consider a set of reproducing individuals which share
some vital resource, like food. When new offspring are born
they will share resources with their parents and their parents
associates. When an individual shares its resources with too
many other individuals it starves and dies.

It is remarkable how these simple biologically inspired
rules can give rise to such a diverse collection of self

replicating structures. It suggests that complex self repli-
cating structures, like life, do not have to be the result
of complex rules. Self replication has been achieved by
other decentralised systems, like cellular automata, but in
our systems we see self replicating structures that can
diversify their forms. If we extended our models to include
some external forces which destroy nodes based upon local
topology it seems likely our structures will ‘evolve’ towards
self replicating forms that suit their external environment.

3.2. An example with two strategies

Many other types of behavior can be produced when
reproduction model 3 is used with other games. Consider,
for example, the case where τ = −12 and the game is
specified by the payoff matrix(

−3 2
0 −5

)
When we run this system, starting with the graph shown

in figure 5, we see a large structure grow up that contains
employers of both strategies. The large structure seems
to grow relentlessly whilst throwing off mono strategy
fragments that self replicated in accordance with degree
capped reproduction.

This coexistence of self replicating structures on different
scales also occurs in biological processes. As large organ-
isms grow they house many micro organisms which compete
and reproduce. Occasionally these micro organisms may
leave the body of their host to self replicate elsewhere.

There is much more to study about the dynamics of games
when m = 3. It appears as though when τ ≥ 0 the dynamics
are relatively constrained. In cases like this structures seem
to either die away or reach a regime of unrelenting growth
without structural disconnections. We have made a brief
exploration of game dynamics when τ < 0 but many
mysteries remain. Does there exist a game which generates
a computationally universal system ? Are there any games
which cause the number of nodes to fluctuate chaotically
over time ?

4. The dynamics when m = 1

Model 1 is the other growth mechanism that can produce
highly complex behavior. A vertex v will survive the U
update when m = 1 if and only if fit(v) ≥ τ

2 whilst v’s
offspring will be present after the U update if and only if
fit(v) ≥ τ .

The complexity of U t(G)’s dynamics depends largely
upon the sign of the fitness threshold τ . When τ = 0 the
dynamics are relatively easy to describe, structures either
grow forever or fizzle away to nothing. When τ > 0 it
seems (although we cannot prove) that connected structures
either grow forever, fizzle away, or become fixed. When
τ < 0 dynamics of enormous complexity can ensue.
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Figure 2: A phase diagram showing how the different structures that grow from an isolated vertex generate each other when
Q = 5

4.1. When τ = 0

The easiest case is when τ = 0, in this case we have

U(G) = (C0 ◦R1)(G) = (R1 ◦ C0)(G). (1)

where f ◦ g denotes the composition of functions f and g.
Swapping round the order of killing and reproduction

allows us to gain the expression

U t(G) = (C0 ◦R1)
t(G) = Rt1 ◦ Ct0(G). (2)

So in other words U t(G) is the graph obtained by taking
G and applying the killing operator to it t times and then
applying the reproduction operator to the resulting graph t
times.

A vertex v in G will reproduce forever under U t if and
only if it does not get removed by the C∞0 operation. This

means every finite graph will either die out or reach a regime
of unbounded growth.

4.2. When τ > 0

When τ > 0 it seems that the long term behavior of
U t(G) is again quite restricted. We conjecture that any
graph G will evolve under U t towards either destruction,
unbounded growth or some mixture of fixed subgraphs
and subgraphs that grow forever (in that none of their
descendants ever die). Computer simulations are our main
reason for believing this however we can demonstrate some
restrictions when M is non-negative.

When τ > 0 and M has no negative entries then for any
initial graph G we will have

Rt1◦Ctτ (G) ⊆ U t(G) ⊆ Rt1◦C τ
2t
◦C τ

2t−1
◦...◦C τ

2
(G). (3)
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Figure 3: A phase diagram showing how the different structures that grow from an isolated vertex generate each other when
Q = 7
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Figure 4: One of the 121 self replicating structures that get produced when one evolves an isolated vertex with Q = 10.
This graph has 292 vertices.

Figure 5: The evolution of an example structure when τ =
−12 and the game is as defined above. The arrows denote
update operations (which may lead to structures breaking
into pieces). Employers of strategies 1 and 2 are represented
by white and black vertices respectively

So basically vertices of G that get removed by the

C τ
2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(4)

operation, as t → ∞, will certainly not enter a regime of
unrestricted reproduction. On the other hand vertices that
survive the Ctτ operation, as t→∞, will surely reproduce
forever. Somewhere between these two extremes are vertices
that become infertile and immortal (i.e. static). When all
vertices are static the graph will be fixed under the U update,
this occurs when each vertex has a fitness in [ τ2 , τ).

4.3. When τ < 0

When τ < 0 exotic dynamics can occur. In addition to
the null, fixed and unbounded growth behavior types that
we found before, when τ < 0, we encounter self replicative
dynamics similar to those discussed in section 3. [6] is
largely devoted to the study of this phenomenon. In [6] we
made an extensive investigate of the dynamics of degree
capped reproduction when individuals reproduce according
to the m = 1 model (i.e. when offspring are not connected
to their parents).

The dynamics of degree capped reproduction when m =
1 are similar to those when m = 3. When Q is small
structures tend to generate a reasonably small collection of
self replicating structures. Figure 6 shows the structures that
get generated when one evolves a single edge under this
system with Q = 4.

Again as one increases Q one sees a dramatic increase
in the complexity of the self replicative processes. figure 7
shows a phase diagram which illustrates how the 210 self
replicating structures that get made by evolving a single
edge produce each other.
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Figure 7: A phase diagram showing the self replicating structures which emerge from evolving a single edge when Q = 8
and m = 3. The nodes represent connected graphs (many of which hold thousands of vertices). We have neglected to number
the edges or consider the isolated vertex (which many graphs produce)

Figure 6: A phase diagram showing the self replicating
structures which emerge from evolving a single edge when
Q = 4 and m = 3

In [6] we demonstrate how this self replicative behavior
persists when one adds a degree of randomness into the
update procedure. In this paper we also describe many two
strategy games can promote self replication.

5. The dynamics when m = 2

The dynamics of U t(G) when m = 2 are very similar to
dynamics of reproduction model 2 in the age capped systems
[5]. Offspring are only born connected to their parents and
so repeated updates cause tree structures to sprout out of
the initial graph structure (which may itself disintegrate).
The fundamental form of the tree that will grow out of a
vertex employing a given strategy is just dependent upon
how the vertex develops in isolation (a vertex’s structural
surroundings does not influence its descendant’s dynamics).

Suppose our initial graph P is an isolated vertex that
employs a strategy that receives a payoff s against itself.

When s < τ our graph will not be fit enough to make
it past the first killing stage, in this case we will just have
that U(P ) is the empty graph.

When s ≥ τ and s ≥ 0 we will have U t(P ) = Rt2(P )
for all t so our graph will grow forever as it does in our
pure reproduction model [4].

When s ≥ τ and s < 0 our tree will grow as normal
until the degree of the original vertex gets too large and our
tree breaks into several smaller trees. Updating within this
scenario is equivalent to giving every vertex an offspring
connected to its parent and then removing every vertex of
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degree > τ
s . Our graph will replicate itself under this regime

in a similar way to the systems we encountered in [5].
Under this regime any connected component of the form

Rk2(P ) with k ∈ {0, 1, ..., bτ/sc − 1} will get updated to
become U(Rk2(P )) = Rk+1

2 (P ). On the other hand when
we update the graph Rbτ/sc2 (P ) with U it breaks into a set
of connected components. This set holds two disjoint copies
of Rk2(P ), for each k ∈ {0, 1, ..., bτ/sc − 1}, and nothing
else.

This new structures will grow and break up in a similar
way to the original and so we may use the theory of
Leslie matrices to describe the asymptotic distribution of
the different structures in a similar way to in [5].

6. The dynamics when m = 4

When m = 4 we have that U(G) is the graph obtained
by taking two disjoint copies of G and then removing every
vertex of fitness less than τ . After repeated updates U t(G)
will just consist of 2t disjoint copies of Ctτ (G).

7. The dynamics when m = 5

Updating a graph when m = 5 consists of giving
every vertex an offspring that is connected to its parent’s
neighbours and the new offspring of its parent’s neighbours,
then removing each vertex of fitness below τ . Thanks to
the fact that each vertex is automorphically equivalent to
its offspring in R5(G) we can perform a trick that gives a
relatively simple description of U t(G)’s dynamics.

Applying the R5 update will cause each vertex v to yield
a parent vertex and a child vertex which will both have
double the fitness that v had before. This means that

U(G) = Cτ ◦R5(G) = R5 ◦ C τ
2
(G) (5)

which leads us to the fact that

U t(G) = Rt5 ◦ C τ
2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(G). (6)

In other words U t(G) is the graph obtained by taking G
and removing all the vertices that have fitness less than τ

21

then removing all the vertices that have fitness less than τ
22 ...

etc ... then removing all the vertices that have fitness less
than τ

2t then taking the resulting graph and applying the R5

growth operator to it t times.
This gives us a way to quickly determine the fate of

descendants of initial vertices. If a vertex survives the

C τ
2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(7)

operation, as t → ∞, then its descendants are destined
to multiply forever. If an initial vertex does not survive
this killing operation then its descendants are destined to
eventually die out.

8. The dynamics when m = 6

Updating a graph G under the m = 6 model consists
of making an ‘offspring copy’ of G, linking each vertex
with its offspring in the offspring copy, and then removing
every vertex that has fitness below τ . The symmetry between
parents and their offspring allows us to do a trick similar to
that used to simplify the m = 5 case.

Let Cn,τ be defined such that for any strategy attributed
graph G we have that Cn,τ (G) is the graph obtained by
taking G and removing each vertex v such that fit(v) +
n.Mφ(v),φ(v) < τ .

After the R6 update both the offspring and the surviving
parent will have the fitness of their original vertex plus the
score that their strategy gets against itself (the effect of the
‘umbilical connection’ between parent and offspring). This
means

U(G) = C0,τ ◦R6(G) = R6 ◦ C1,τ (G) (8)

from which it follows that

U t(G) = Rt6 ◦ Ct,τ ◦ Ct−1,τ ◦ ... ◦ C1,τ (G). (9)

This means that again one can say in advance whether
the descendants of initial vertices will die out or multiply
forever.

9. The dynamics when m = 7

Updating a graph with m = 7 consists of giving every
vertex an offspring with the same strategy that is connected
to its parent, its parents neighbours and the new offspring
of its parents neighbours, and then removing every vertex
of fitness less than τ . Again symmetry allows us to do a
trick that gives us a simpler view of the dynamics.

For any vertex v of fitness fit(v) in G both v and v’s off-
spring within R7(G) will have fitness 2.fit(v)+Mφ(v),φ(v).
Let

hy(x) = 2x+ y (10)

and let
C∗r,τ (G) (11)

be the graph obtained by taking G and removing every
vertex such that

hrMφ(v),φ(v)
(fit(v)) < τ. (12)

In this case we will have that

U(G) = C∗0,τ ◦R7(G) = R7 ◦ C∗1,τ (G) (13)

which means that

U t(G) = Rt7 ◦ C∗t,τ ◦ C∗t−1,τ ◦ ... ◦ C∗1,τ (G) (14)

so again we can determine the fate our our initial vertices
descendants without explicitly running the system.
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10. Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated many features of game
theory based reproducing graph models. Many kinds of
behavior can be generated and there are many perspectives
through which one may view these systems.

From an evolutionary game theory standpoint these sys-
tems are interesting because they provide a (possibly an-
alytic) method to investigate how the outcome of games
effects the formation of communities. To investigate this it
would be useful to compare the dynamics of our graphs with
the behavior of other systems based upon game theory.

From the perspective of theoretical biology and artifi-
cial life these systems are interesting because they can
demonstrate rich self replicative behavior. The existence
of these systems begs the question of what other adaptive
graph models can do. Finding other systems with similar
behavior might be useful for modeling systems in biology
and inventing nano-technology.

From the perspective of complex systems research these
systems are interesting because they can generate highly
complex behavior from simple initial conditions. An inter-
esting question from this perspective is just how complicated
our systems are. Is there a simple formula to describe the
dynamics of graphs under degree capped reproduction ? Are
features of their dynamics formally undecidable ?

Taking a more practical perspective one might ask what
real world applications these systems may have. Using game
theory to reward or punish graphs for growing in particular
ways could be an interesting way of designing networks for
specific purposes. It would be interesting to see if one could
use systems similar to those we have discussed for design
of communication networks or self repairing structures.
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